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South Ferry Church, one of the finest Early Victorian churches still standing in Rhode Island, is set on a hilltop about 1000 feet from Narragansett Bay, across the road and slightly west of the Narragansett Bay Campus of the University of Rhode Island. It is a one-story, gable-roofed frame structure with a whitewashed fieldstone foundation, built on the standard rectangular church plan with a projecting central steeple at the front (south) end. The church measures approximately 24 feet by 44 feet, and the steeple is about 70 feet tall. Wall surfaces are covered with hexagonal-patterned wood shingles now painted white, while window and door openings are covered by flush-board panels painted a dark green, added about 1938 to protect the building from storms. There are four tall arched windows on each side of the church and two shorter, narrower arched windows on the front, flanking the steeple. The first level of the steeple has one small arched window on each side and an arched single-leaf door on the front (the original door, located inside the protective outer door, is composed of flush boards assembled in a chevron pattern), while the second level has paired arched windows on the sides and the front of the tower. The belfry, slightly smaller in plan than the base of the steeple, rises from a short, sloping roof which acts as a transitional element. It has paired arched openings on each of its four sides. The belfry is topped by a broach spire with four arched dormer windows set in the faces which are parallel to the walls of the steeple.

The church's decorative trim is very simple and is derived from the Romanesque architecture of medieval Europe. All of the window openings have plain trim and corbelled sills except the spire dormers, which lack sills but have dripmoulds surmounted by acroteria. The door has a drip-mould supported by corbels. On each side of the church the rafters extend beyond the walls to form eaves brackets, while the cornices of the gable ends are ornamented with boards cut to resemble corbel tables. Rows of corbels are set under the pent roof between the steeple base and the belfry, and also along the belfry cornice. Finally, the front corners of the steeple base have been chamfered to make them look like the corner buttresses on the towers of Romanesque and Gothic churches.

The interior of the church is very simple. The base of the steeple forms a vestibule which leads into the auditorium, a rectangular room with a low dais at the front (north) end. The walls are plastered, with the upper portions now painted white and the lower sections sheathed with beaded matchboard wainscotting painted gray. The plain trim of the four windows on each side of the room is painted to match the wainscotting. The auditorium is furnished with rows of pews running from a central aisle to the walls. The two antique Gothic-style side chairs and the pulpit on the dais were installed when the church was restored in 1926 (the original furnishings were removed when the congregation moved to a chapel in
Saunderstown, R. I. in 1908. There are a number of commemorative plaques, dedicated to the memories of former church members, attached to the rear (south) wall. The cast iron Victorian lamp holders along the side walls have been converted into electric lights, and a modern electric chandelier, modeled after a 19th-century oil lamp has been installed over the dais.

Currently owned by the University of Rhode Island, South Ferry Church is used occasionally for special events, such as weddings of university students and graduates. The building is kept closed and shuttered the rest of the time. The church is structurally sound but is in need of minor repairs, which the owner would like to undertake with assistance from the National Park Service grant-in-aid program.
Narragansett Baptist Church
(South Ferry Church)
Narragansett, R.I.
South Ferry Church, designed by Thomas A. Tefft, a prominent 19th-century Rhode Island architect, is a cultural resource of statewide significance. In addition to its intrinsic architectural value, the church, visible from much of the surrounding countryside and from Narragansett Bay, is an important landmark which served as a navigation aid to 19th-century mariners bound for the thriving seaport which once stood nearby.

The church originally housed a Baptist congregation, organized 28 July 1850 and chartered in October of that year as the Narragansett Baptist Church. The congregation selected Thomas A. Tefft of Providence to be architect of their meetinghouse. He was a quickly rising young genius, one of the earliest and most original practitioners of the Lombard Romanesque and Renaissance Revival styles in this country. Two years earlier, while still a student at Brown University, he had designed Providence's red-brick Lombard-Romanesque Union Station (now destroyed), which one critic has called "the finest early (railroad) station in the New World." Though by no means as grand as Union Station, South Ferry Church exhibits the same skill in adapting simplified historic architectural forms to new uses. In addition, the church is one of the earliest Victorian structures to use patterned wood shingling to achieve a picturesque effect. Tefft created a very personal, widely admired Romantic Rationalist architectural idiom. He was only 33 when he died in 1859, and the destruction of many of the buildings comprising his rather small oeuvre makes it even more imperative that those structures which have survived be protected. South Ferry Church, therefore, is significant as an example of the work of one of America's lesser-known mid-19th-century master architects.

At the time of its construction, the church overlooked one of the state's most vital rural communities. Ferry service from the foot of what is now South Ferry Road to Conanicut Island was established about 1695. This ferry became the primary means of shipping goods from Washington County plantations to Newport, a major colonial mercantile center. Its importance is attested to by the fact that in 1705 the Post Road from

Westerly, R.I. to Newport was laid out through South Ferry. A village grew up near the ferry landing. It had its heyday in the mid-19th century, when Captain Joseph Eaton operated sixteen schooners from South Ferry, sending local products to New York, Philadelphia, and the West Indies. During this period the village was the pre-eminent settlement in the Narragansett district of the Town of South Kingstown, and the Narragansett post office was located here. There were also a mill, nine tenements, a store and school, ferry offices and a warehouse, a livery stable, a carriagehouse, a powerhouse, and an inn. South Ferry Church was set prominently on high ground to the west of these structures, which were all clustered on lower ground along the shore. Changes in transportation technology led to a decline in the village's shipping industry in the 1870s, and ferry service was finally discontinued in 1899. South Ferry became a rural backwater. World War I drew most of the people away to industrial centers in northern Rhode Island, and the physical fabric of the village was gradually destroyed, leaving the Baptist Church as the chief indication of this location's former status as one of the state's most important 18th- and 19th-century coastal settlements.

South Ferry Church was dedicated 23 January 1851. Within a few years the congregation it housed became extinct, but the Baptists of Narragansett reorganized in 1857 and used the church until 1908. In that year most of the congregation moved to a chapel in Saunderstown, about one mile away, taking the church furnishings with them. The church edifice at South Ferry was sold to the Catholic congregation at Saunderstown, which planned to move the structure to that village, but a faction of the Baptist congregation banded together with former church members from out of town and raised such an outcry that the Narragansett Town Council (the Narragansett District was separated from South Kingstown in 1888 and incorporated in 1901) refused to permit the church to be moved. A society was founded which acquired title to South Ferry Church with the intention of maintaining it as a memorial. By 1926 the church had deteriorated to such an extent that it was nearly condemned, but concerned citizens joined with the church memorial society to repair and restore the structure. The church was used for an annual summer religious service until 1975, when title to the property passed to the University of Rhode Island. In spite of its slightly deteriorated condition, South Ferry Church is still an important visual element within the local landscape, and a priceless and irreplaceable part of the architectural heritage of Rhode Island. The continuous effort to protect South Ferry Church from alteration or destruction serves to indicate the local residents' appreciation of the building's outstanding historical and architectural value.
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Detail of east wall showing hexagonal shingling.
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Interior view facing south, showing entrance.
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Rendering of South Ferry Church drawn by C.P. Hartshorn, assistant to architect T.A. Tefft, with sketches in margin showing architect's experimentation with different shingle patterns. Copied from the original in the collection of Tefft papers in the Brown University Archives, Providence, R.I.
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